Transfer Station Notice

Tarp your truck!
Please don’t force us to pick up after you pick up.
Tarping your truck prevents litter, and it’s the law to do so.

The NJDEP and the Morris County Municipal Utilities Authority (MCMUA) require all open-top vehicles using MCMUA transfer stations to arrive at the sites with tarps securely in place. This prevents waste from being blown off vehicles, causing unsightly litter and pollution. Failure to be properly tarped while driving to the transfer station is a violation of N.J.A.C. 7:26 3.4(i) and can result in a fine of $2,000. Likewise, N.J.A.C 3.4(e) requires that trucks not be loaded in excess of their design capacity because that may also generate litter. A violation of this citation can also result in a $2,000 fine. Please help us keep our environment clean: **Tarp your truck!**